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About This Game

Steel Storm: Burning Retribution is a top down action shooter with old school spirit. It marks the return of top-down shooters
with new twists. The game has score oriented competitive gameplay, and is designed for people who like fast paced action,

hordes of smart enemies, destructible worlds and ground shaking explosions.
The events take place in an alternative universe where you control an advanced hovertank, packed with the most advanced and
sophisticated weapons. Your task is simple, but nevertheless not trivial. In the fight against extraterrestrial invaders, you must

prevail!

Key features:

Enjoy fast paced and streamlined gameplay

Engage in online warfare with up to 16 players in any of the multi-player modes

Pave your way to victory with the burning remains of your enemies through 25 different missions

Complete Challenges and unlock First-Person camera mode

Create new missions or modify existing ones using the unique real-time collaborative mission editor and share them with
the world
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Title: Steel Storm: Burning Retribution
Genre: Action, Indie
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Kot in Action Creative Artel
Publisher:
Kot in Action Creative Artel
Release Date: 11 May, 2011
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the music in this game is amazing, as is the game itself, I'd gladlyl put some of my money aside to help the creators and get to
listen to this amazing soundtrack, and since everyone seems to be claiming Lin Hu and Likulau, I'll gladly take Shu Chi Senpai
:3. As soon as I saw the development of this program over time on twitter, I was quite excited for it. The program is very quick
and easy to understand. In just 30 minutes of use I was able to figure out the core features of the tool.

With that in mind, here's some features that I think will help the program out.

 Being able to copy\/paste images in for the refs. If I'm working on spritework, or if I just want an image off of
somewhere, being able to paste it will allow me to not have to save every image I want to use.

 I don't know if this is a thing, but being able to generate a pallete from an image would be pretty cool. If this is already a
thing, well call me the fool.

 That's all I could think of really, I'm tired
So yeah. If  YOU are a random reader, buy the program. Is cool and good.

I'm gonna rate this program a solid Grandma's Cookies out of Greek Ambrosia and Necter

. I've played through all three seasons of these Telltale Sam & Max games now and I really enjoyed them all. They all sort
of blend into one another in my mind, but I think season 2 was the most humorous and it certainly upped the craziness in
terms of plot and the locations and situations that Sam & Max find themselves in. This season also introduced many new
characters and started to phase out Bosco, who was really becoming tedious and tiresome for me over the course of the first
season.

Backing up a bit: these episodic games from Telltale are point-and-click adventure games with quirky characters and
surreal humor. If you know anything about the Sam & Max characters, then you should already own all three seasons as
you will most likely enjoy them.

My one complaint about the games overall is that there is a little too much going back and forth between the several
locations that comprise each episode, trying to solve the main puzzle (or puzzles) in each location, in order to get something
you'll need to go solve another location's puzzles. When you get stuck, you do a lot of visiting each of the locations, looking
for the one thing you missed that will let you proceed.. no players dead game.. Gorgeous Art, Challenging Puzzles, Chilling
Atmosphere.
A grim yet sweet puzzler in the style of Lemmings from the creator of Conker's Bad Fur Day.

Sweet little Indie Game!. Great entry to Roguelikes.
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Awesome. It's been almost a decade since I last played this game on a Playstation Magazine demo disk, and the game is still as
good, if not better than I remember. The challenge is just as great, and the game is just so much fun to mindlessly play for
hours. I absolutely recommend buying this game if you ever played the original Gravitation, and I still recommend it even if you
didn't. Amazing work.. Another aesthetic pack that came with the Croft Edition.

This is the only DLC that comes a pickaxe modification, making it one of the better ones as you'll actually use that upgrade no
matter what - it's the only one!

Still, I refuse to recommend aesthetic packs like this unless they're absolutely incredible.. This is so magical and calm game! I
can't stop playing it.
Simple gameplay, nice characters, sweet stories. Love it!
Also - thank you for the music.
. \u00c7ok G\u00fczel. Having actually played Zeus and Poseiden first, I was stoked to pick this up on steam sale. I find it a lot
more challenging than the later titles but I enjoy the gameplay. For gamers like me who take like 30 years per map, you can find
your groove in these games. Though I hate the murder potatoes and the fact that no one seems to do anything about them.
Invading army? no problem, my legions will destroy them. Wandering murder potatoe? Let me stand here while I get eaten, it's
all good.

This is a classic and I'm glad I picked it up. Occasionally can get buggy if I'm playing on my older laptop but nothing to write
home about.. Some youtubers are saying this isn't any good but I thought it was pretty good. The graphics in some areas in the
game are great and the use of sound is brilliant. It can be a bit frustrating in areas when you die and have to start over and over
and the numerical code is a tricky one. overall a good game. took abot 1.5 hours to complete. Check out the vid and take a look
for yourself.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=R15NQq9-hXw. THE CONTROLS
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